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PHS 4048.1 Analoe

Marks:20

GROUP-A

1. Answer any two question: 2x2:4
a) Define aspect ratio. What is its standard value in TV scanning system?

b) Calculate the picture carrier and sound carrier frequencies for the channel 6 ( I 8 I MHz-
l88MHz) of VHF band-lll.

c) Why difl'erent modulation techniques are used fbr audio and video signals transmission?
d) What do you understand by interlaced scanning?

GROUP-B

2. Answer any two questions: 2x4:8
a) Calculate the picture carrier and sound carrier tiequencies fbr the channel 26 (5l0MHz-

5l8MHz) of'UHF band-tV. Sketch Channel bandrvidth details and shou, loca-tion of Y. C
and sound carrier liequency"

b) What is waveguide? Which modes of propagation of electromagnetic wave is possible
through a wave guide and why? 1+3

c) Describe essentiai teatures ofa Triniton colour picture tube. Why is it consid-ered superior
both the delta-gun and P.I"L. picture tube? 2+2

d) Show that a total channel bandwidth of I 1.25 MHz would be necessary ifboth side bands
ofthe nrodulated picture signal are f,rlly transmitted. Explain how the channel width is
reduced to 7 MHz by allowing vestigial sideband transmissiol.

GROUP-C
3. Answer any E questions:

1+3

I x8:8
a) What do you undersland by vertical and horizontal resolution? Show that the highest

rnodulating frequency that needs to be handled in the 625-line TV system is 5 MHz. What is

the value ofthe highest modulating frequency in the 525-line Anrerican TV sys-tem? 3+4+l
b) For transverse electric waves pert'ectly propagating in a rectangular waveguide u,ith
perfectly conducting wall. find cut-oifwavelength and magnetic fieid induction. 3+5
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PHS 4048.2 Digital

Marks:20
GROUP-A

1. Answer any two question: 2x2:4
a) What is the main benetit of PCM over PAM. FM, and other modulation tech-niques?

b) Mention two reasons why a signal should be sampled for transmission through digital
communication system.

c) Write is the result of the execution of the tbllowing two instrucrions:

MVI 4.28H
MOV B. A
d) What are the drawbacks of delta modulation?

GROUP.B

2. Answer any !gg, questions: ,raffi
a) Define and describe pulse position modulation and explain with waveforms how it is

derived from Fulse Width Modulation (PWM).

b) State and explain sampling theorem and aliasing eil'ect.

c) Suppose you are to load the Hex number 891:I in register B and then to display the number

at the output port labeled PORTI. Write the corresponding assembly language programme

in 8085 microprocessor.

d) Define and describe pulse code modulation.

GROUP-C

3, Answer any one questions: 1 x8:8
a) What do you mean by quantization en'or? Consider an audio signal as given

s(t)=3cos(500rt) Volt, Find the signal to noise ratio (SNR) when s(t) is quantized using

l0 bit PCM. Horv many bits of quantization is needed for achieving SNR of 40dB. 4+2+2

b) What do you mean by digital modulation techniques'/ Explain amplitude shift keying
(ASK). How can you detect FSK signal using coherent arrangentent. 2+3+3


